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Design of a Simple OFDM IF Transceiver on FPGA
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Abstract. The paper presents a design methodology for OFDM signal transmission in intermediate

carrier aequencyllnj and its implementation on FPGA chip. Compared to IEEE 802.1la standard,

this diagram is simpler and obviously does not stand for complex transmission channel. But this

diagrani is a good candidate for simple case and can be easily modifred to suit specihc

app-lications. Although the diagram looks simplified, but it still contains all key features of OFDM

,igrrut tttut among therq the synchronization is the biggest challenge' Design was conducted at

Dlpartment of wi'reless Communication (UET, VNU Hanoi) and the implementation result was a

good success.
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1. Introduction

Today, the OFDM technique emerges as a

technique for Long Term Evaluation (LTE) in

Communications. This technique has many

great advantages such as spectrum efficiency

and the ability resisting to channel fading...

Many papers concerning to this technique

as [1,2]..., not only due !o the key features of
OFDM signal but also the method of designing

the hansmitter and the receiver was presented'

However, the details of these designs are

limited and may not be necessary to be

implemented on all frame structure by 802'1la

standard in different applications [3].
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This paper proposes a simple diagram for

OFDM transmitter and receiver in immediate

carrier frequency. All diagrams are digitally

designed for FPGA chip. Although this diagram

is kept in simplicity, but it still contains whole

key features of OFDM signal and can be easily

modified to specific applications. Design was

implemented at Department of wireless

Communication (UET, VNU Hanoi) and result

was successful.

2. OFDM signal Structure by IEEE.802.11a
standard

2.1. Description:

OFDM (fthogonal Frequency Division

Multiplexing) is a frequency domain technique.
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The data is modulatpd via a IFFT (Invert Fast

Fourier Transform) block. A OFDM symbol
contains many sub-carriers carrying parallel and

independent data flow. So data rate in each flow
can be decrease substantially. Because sub-

carrier orthogonal each other, which is why
bandwidth of those sub-channel can be

overlapped partially. This in return creates high
spectrum efficiency. At receiver, the OFDM

l0z0_8 = I t:g

symbol is then transformed by FFT block to

recovery data.

2.2. The frame structure of OFDM signal by
802.1 1a standard

Figure I shows the structure of OFDM
signal by 802.1 1a standard [1]
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OFDM symbol by this standard is made by
IFFT 64-point but contain only 52 of sub-

carrier (for shaping spectrum). In order to
ensure that the receiver cans slmchronous

detection, it is necessary to add some assistant

bits in OFDM symbol as Header, CP, Pilot

- The Header is used for detecting the

appearance of packet and gives the

synchronization information. There are ten

identical short PN sequences (t1, t2,..t1s) and two
long PN (Tr,Tz) in header. Those PN sequences

will be use to get carrier frequency offset
information. Short PN combines with long PN
can also help to correctly determine the starting
point of OFDM symbol,

- CP (or GI in figure) is used for resisting
the multi-path channel. The partial copy of
OFDM symbol is added to the front of symbol.

Based on CP, the multi-path signals always

have complete period for Fourier hansform.
Result in the orthogonal between sub-carrier

will remain.

- There are 4 Pilots in four sub-carriers in
an OFDM symbol. The Pilot is used for channel

estimation so that receiver can correct signal if
having distortion caused by channel.

2.3. Detection of packet

Using the auto correlation (p[n]) and cross

correlation (R[n]) of PN in header, we can

detect correctly the appearance of packet. It is
explained in [](figure 2)
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Figure 2. Threshold befween autocorrelation
and cross correlation.
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Here N,:16 is length of short PN which

also equal the wide of slide window in

correlation. r[n] is sample at time moment t:n

The packet can be detected when ratio M[n]

crosses a predetermined threshold ([pical :0.5

or 0.7). A window is made iri this moment

called the starting window (or Region of
Interest, ROI). The stability of.this window'is
very importance because we can get in this

widow some key information as bellow.

2.4. Carrierfrequency offset 14)

Consider the argument of R[n] (2).If carrier

offset : 0, the argument also is equal to zero,

because the samples r[n] exactly equal samples

r[n+N.] so r[n].r*[n+N,] is a real number' If
carrier offset does not equal zero, r[n] and

r[n+N.] will different the factor expfi2r'Af.N')
so argument of R[n] will equal A9: Af.N'.(4)

'\' - t
/?{nJ = I ttn+nt}.rln+nl

,\*1)
:\r-l

: 1-jr+. I lrtr, +nll2. (4)

From here we can get information of Af and

realize the compensation of frequency offset

2.5. Sampling time

For OFDM-IF signal, the receiver needs

sampling conectly in middle of data duration.

On this task we use the Gardner frlter [5]. The

sampling rate here equal two time data rate'

To combine the starting window and the

Gardner filter we can determine sample time

and symbol time [6].

2.6. Error phase correction by pilot

Although the compensation of the carrier

frequency offset is realized, few differences

remain between transmitter and receiver in both

time domain and frequency domain. Moreover

there are other influences of channel on the

synchronization. All of these facts affect the

pilot. Using the known pilot, we can correct all

ofthese errors [7].

3. Proposed diagram

For simplicity and easy evaluation of
system, we build a scenario and signal structure

as follows:

3.1 . Using a image as source file

Figure 3. Construction of Gardner filter.
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Figure 4. a) The image as source file.
b) Format file.mat of image.

The matrix of image (a) is converted to

file.mat (b). This file is recorded in SDRAM for

transmitting to receiver. The data ffow then is

divided into two branch I and Q anci mapping to

subcarrier by QPSK constellations. Design uses

3.2. Two of short PN sequences

We use only two short PN [-l -1 1 I -1 1 1

1 I -l 1 -1 -l I -1 -11 in time domain

the System Generator Tool of Xilinx Company.

After compiling, a file.bit is made and

embedded to FPGA chip (Virtex 4 ) on VHS-

DAC and VHS ADC of Lyrtech company. The

system for transmission is setup. Full diagram

as figure 5

3.3. Using I bit Pilot

There is 1 bit-Pilot
symbol. Its position is
figtxe7

insert to every OFDM
index by 64-FFT. See

Figure 7. A Pilot (with higher amplitude) is inserted
to every OFDM symbol before IFFT.

Figure 5. Full design diagram.

In simulation signal of R[n] and P[n] received

Figure 6. The curves of P[n] (above) and R[n]
(below).
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3.4. Create CP

In order to receive 16-sample CP, the

changing sampling rate is used. Using a FIFO

with ratio of writing in and reading is equal to

4/5. So duration of OFDM symboi is shrunken,

it gives a free place for CP insert.

Figure 8. CP copy (above) and shrunken OFDM
symbol (below).

3. 5. Up-convert to intermediate frequency

Two branch I,Q is multiplied separately

with sine and cosine generator then sum up

them, As IFFT transform magnitude of signal

may be small, so we have to use AM
modulation on intermediate frequency.

3.6. The compensation of thefrequency offset

The argument of R[n] from the starting

window will compensate the local oscillation.

In simulation, we make initially the frequency

offset between transmitter and receiver for
checking the operation of this block. If this

block works correctly, the recreated offset

frequency will be the same as initial offset

frequency (Fig.l0)

Figure 10. Offset frequency (above) and recreated
frequency (below).

3.7. Implementing sample and symbol
synchronization

The most importance in synchronization is

detection of the sample time and symbol time.

In our design, we use the Gardner filter for this

task. After getting a correct position in start

window we can generate sample clock easily.

Note that this method is different from QAM
technique. Because OFDM is technique in

frequency domain, the difference of clock in
transmitter and receiver will be converted to the

difference ofphase.
Figure 9. Up convert to intermediate frequency.
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Figure I l. Starting window select the sample
moment.

3.8. Error phase correction

Figure 12 shows the role of Pilot in OFDM

symbol. Based on the variation of pilot, the

eror phase correction block has correct signal

before decision block.

Figure 12. signalbefore (above) and after (below)
phase correction base on Pilot.

4. Application for transmission of a image
file

The image was a successful transmission to

receiver. Below is the record in SDRAM at

VHS-ADC (Fig.13). It is exactly similar to
record at SDRAM in VHS-DAC (Fig. 4). We

use cable MMCX as channel. The sampling

clock of VHS-ADC is l00Ms/s, so the

intermediate frequency here is 12 MHz giving

datz rate of 2Ms/s fty QPSK : 4Mb/s). Here

we focus on synchronization technique in real

system on FPGA so we do not count error

caused by noise.

There are some limitations in this design

with data rate. Compare to work in [4], its
design reach higher data rate (with intermediate

frequency is 45 MHz) so our design needs to

improve more for increasing data tate.

Otherwise our design also is basic platform to

build diagram compatible to specific channel. It
means that depending on channel the number of
PN sequence and the number Pilot can be

chosen suitably for decreasing the complexity

Figure 13. The record at SDRAM in VHS-ADC.
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Figure 14. System for design and test.

5. Conclusion

A design diagram for OFDM-IF
'transmission is implemented successfully on

FPGA chip. Although simple, it includes all of
key features of OFDM technique. Otherwise in
some specific applications when the channel is

not complex, we can chose suitable number of
PN and number of Pilot for decreasing the

complexity in design. In future work we will
improve design for more data rate as standard

802.1 1a.
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Thiet ke b0 thu phSt OFDM-IF dcrn gihn tr6n FPGA
(Qulnh: 0983 0s770s)

TrAn Th! Thriy Q.rj,nh', Trinh Axh Vflr, Hoang Hmg Hdi2
tTrudng Dqi hpc C6ng ngh6, DHQGHN, 144 Xudn Thfu, CAu Gitiy, Hd NQi, ViQt Nam

ViQn nghi4n cilw vd phdt tridn Tqp dodn Vi6n th6ng Viettel

Bdi b6o trinh bdy phucrng ph6p thitit t<ti ne tn5ng truyda tin higu OFDM tr€n tAn st5 trung gian (IF)
vd thgc hi€n tr€n chip FPGA, So v6i chuAn IEEE 802.1la, so dd thit5t tti ld don gi6n hon vd kh6ng 6p

dgng ctugc cho k6nh truyAn phtc tgp. Tuy nhi6n so ddi ndy <t6p ung ttit vdi nhfrng trudng hgp tton gidn

vd dE ddng sria d6i ee tnicn hgp vdi mQt r?ng dpng x6c tlinh. MEc dt don gi6n song so ct,5 chr?a dung

t6t ci nhimg d[c tfnh then ch6t cia tfn higu OFDM trong d6 v6n d6 tl6ng $Q ld th6ch thric lon nh6t.

fniiit t6 ctugc ti6n hdnh tai BQ mdn th6ng tin v6 tuy6n, khoa DiQn tu Vi6n th6ng trudng DHCN,
DHQG He Nqi vd cho ktit qui thuc hien tr6n FPGA t6t.


